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MASTERS OF THE BLUES 
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Side 1. 

ROBERT JOHNSON 

1. Little Queen Of Spades 

2. Love In Vain Blues 
Robert Johnson (gtr.-vcl.), Dallas, June 20, 1937. 

CURLEY WEAVER 

3. Sometime Mama 

4. Two Faced Woman* 
Curley Weaver (gtr.-vcl.), acc. by Blind Willie McTell 
(gtr.*), Chicago, April 23, 1935. 

LITTLE BILL GAITHER 

5. Georgia Barrel House 
Bill Gaither (vcl.), Joshua Altheimer (pno?), 
unknown gtr., sbs., Chicago, June 12, 1940. 

BLIND BOY FULLER 
6. You Got To Have Your Dollar 

Fulton Fuller Allen (vcl.-gtr.) 
Sonny Terry (hma.), Chicago, June 12, 1940. 

ROBERT HILL 
70 I had A Cal For The Last Fifteen Years 

Robert Hill (vcl.-hma.), unknown gtr., 
New Orleans, Oct. 15, 1936. 

Side 2. 

TOMMY JOHNSON 
1. Lonesome Blues (tk. 1,45463) 

UNISSUED 

2. Lonesome Blues (tk. 2, 45463) 
UNISSUED 

3. Canned Heat Blues (45462-2) 
Memphis, August 31, 1928 (vcl.-gtr.) 

BUMBLE BEE SLIM (AMOS EASTON) 

4. I’m Waiting On You 
Amos Easton (vcl.), Leroy Carr (pno.), 
Scrapper Blackwell (gtr.), New York, March 16, 1932. 

FRANK STOKES 
5. Downtown Blues (41822-2) 

UNISSUED TAKE 
Memphis, Feb. 2, 7928, Acc. by another gtr. 

TEXAS ALEXANDER 

6. Yellow Girl Blues* 

7. I Am Calling Blues** 

Texas Alexander (vcl.) Lonnie Johnson (gtr.)*, 
Eddie Lang (gtr.**), San Antonio, March 10, 1928 
New York, November 20, 1928. 
Cover Art: Fred Romary, Fairchild News 
Liner Notes: Chris Albertson, Down Beat Contributor 
Discographical Notes: Dixon Gr Godrich 
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Compiled by: ARNOLD S. CAPLIN 

Few countries, if any, can match the United States when 
it comes to neglecting native talent. With the largest en¬ 
tertainment industry in the world, an economy that allows 
even the poor to have a television set, and more radio sta¬ 
tions than all of Europe, Africa and Asia put together, the 
majority of America’s greatest artists are unknown to but 
a very small percentage of its citizens. 

One need only to spend a few hours watching TV shows 
of the Griffin-Carson-Bishop ilk, or just about any single Ed 
Sullivan show to see that neither talent nor originality are 
criteria for “making it’’ and that professional standards in 
TV entertainment are nonexistent. 

It seems odd that a country which can boast talent in 
abundance should use its highly sophisticated, far-reaching 
communications networks to foster the nonsense and dribble 
of the Hollywood bird-brain trust which makes the rounds 
of the shows, insulting our intelligence and assaulting our 
ears. Wouldn’t it be refreshing if Otis Spann or Lonnie 
Johnson showed up on the Tonight show - it’s hard to 
imagine. . 

One problem is, of course, that the talent coordinators of 
these network shows want to keep their jobs by playing it 
safe. I recall, back in 1961, when blues singer Ida Cox 
briefly stepped out of retirement to make an album, I tried 
to get her on a network TV show. Someone suggested a 
NBC morning show which was being hosted by Merv Grif¬ 
fin and produced by Goodson-Todman. 

I followed that suggestion and had a remarkable con¬ 
versation with that show’s casting director, which went 
along the following lines: “A blues singer?.you say she 
made records.did they sell? I mean, would anybody know 
her?.In the 20’s and 30’s! You mean she hasn’t done 
anything lately what happened? How old is she? That’s 
pretty old.how does she look?.I mean, she isn’t crippled 
or anything.good.well, maybe we can put her on, but 
we’d have to see her first.how about three o’clock this 
afternoon.What do you mean she has an appointment with 
the eye doctor? What’s wrong with her eye? Is it something 
that will show up on camera? We can’t have that, you 
know.maybe we’d better forget about it.’’ 

Finally, by going directly to Griffin, I managed to get Ida 
Cox a five-minute appearance on a daytime quiz show, but 
I shall never forget the panic in that casting director’s voice 
when he heard that Miss Cox had eye trouble. He did not 
at any point ask me how her singing voice was. 

Fortunately, the record industry has been less discrimi¬ 
nating. Not because they have possessed any superior 
artistic sense, but because the nature of their business al¬ 
lowed them to separate their markets. Thus the so-called 
“race” labels were aimed specifically at the black consumer 
and, indeed, the majority of white Americans were hardly 
aware of them. What you don’t know can’t hurt you. 

The blues, a very vital ingredient of jazz, has been 
around, in one form or another, since the latter part of the 
19th Century. Its recorded history begins in the last year of 
World War I with instrumentals by the Original Dixieland 
Jazz Band, but the genuine article was first transcribed for 
posterity in the very early 20’s. The blues soon began to 
influence white popular music and has remained a Tin Pan 
Alley stable since then, emerging prominently from time to 
time. 

There are those wro say that we are currently (1969) 
experiencing a blues renaissance. The fact is, of course, that 
the blues are always with us, whether in the form of rock 
and roll, boogie woogie or whatever. However, genuine 
blues artists have been able to find more work lately and 
urban black Americans are beginning to accept this music 
which they for so many years discarded in their Uncle Tom 
files. 

The problem with any upsurge of valid music is that it 
breeds less valid interpreters. This is happening now. Young 
performers all over this country are trying to sound old and 
experienced. There is something rather incongruous when 
an 18-year-old from Brooklyn sings about his experiences 
on a Georgia chain gang. Someone should tell these make- 
believe sufferers that sounding constipated does not lend 
conviction to their song.of course, record sales have al¬ 
ready told them that he who sounds constipated sells records 
and so they grunt and groan their way to the top of the 
charts while the real masters of the blues, with shamefully 
few exceptions are neglected. 

The major record companies, once prolific documented 
of the blues, have long since lost interest. These companies 
have grown into large corporations which form a division of 
even larger concerns. The hierarcy is more interested in 
Wall Street than Beale Street, so even reissues are limited. 

What this amounts to, in fact, is a suppression of the 
works of some of America’s greatest artists, the pioneers 
and masters of an idiom which has played an important 
role in the growth of the very companies involved. 

If it were not for some of the much smaller, independent 
labels, such as HISTORICAL, many of these remarkable 
performers would reach only the ears of a handful of col¬ 
lectors, lucky enough to have their original 78 rpm releases. 

This collection features 14 very fine performance by 9 
outstanding blues artists with accompaniments by some of 
the greatest blues stars of all time - it is quite a collection. 

Starting things off is Robert Johnson who made but 27 
recordings during his brief recording career, from Nov., ’36 
to June, ’37. A few years ago, a major record company re¬ 
issued an album of Johnson’s work and it out-sold reissues 
by such established names as Duke Ellington, Gene Krupa 
and Mildred Bailey. This fact did not, however, encourage 
further blues reissues by that company. 

The two selections by Johnson, included in this set, stem 
from his last session, shortly thereafter he was poisoned by 
his girlfriend. Notice how the last two verses of “Love In 
Vain Blues” is identical to the words sung by Texas Alex¬ 
ander, on “Yellow Girl Blues”, nine years earlier. This kind 
of verse interchange is quite common in blues and an ac¬ 
curate tracking down of original sources is often impossible. 
W. C. Handy, for instance, certainly published the “St. 
Louis Blues”, but there is great doubt as to whether he 

wrote it for many an old-timer has recalled hearing it sung 
long before its publication. 

The two Curley Weaver tracks are interesting, particu¬ 
larly “Two Faced Woman”, which has the famous Blind 
Willie McTell playing second guitar. Two earlier sides by 
Weaver can be heard on HISTORICAL HLP-32. 

“Georgia Barrel House”, by Little Bill Gaither is a boogie, 
representative of the 40’s rhythm ‘n’ blues which led to 
rock ‘n’ roll. Gaither, who was also known as “Leroy’s 
Buddy”, because he was a close friend of Leroy Carr, never 
attained great fame, but he made some good records, in¬ 
cluding a memorable tribute entitled “The Life of Leroy 
Carr”. The pianist on this 1940 track is probably Joshua 
Altheimer whom French critic Hugues Panassie has called 
“the greatest blues pianist on records”. 

Blind Boy Fuller died in 1940, a few months after re¬ 
cording the selection included on side 1 of this album. He 
was a specialist in double entendre and his bass voice (an 
unusually low register for a blues singer) was perfectly 
complimented by Sonny Terry’s harmonica. Fuller and Terry 
met in ’34 and their association lasted until the former’s 
death. Terry has since then been in partnership with 
Brownie McGhee. 

Ending side 1 is “I Had a Gal For the Last Fifteen 
Years”, by the little-known Robert Hill. Hill only recorded 
9 sides, some of which were harmonica solos. He is repre¬ 
sented here with a party-type song in a familiar style from 
the New Orleans area. 

Side two opens with two unissued takes of Tommy 
Johnson’s “Lonesome Blues”. The difference between the 
two is slight, but Johnson mumbles less on take two. His 
“Canned Heat Blues”, from the same date is more interest¬ 
ing and comes close to white country music as Johnson 
almost yodels. 

The famous team of Leroy Carr and Scrapper Blackwell 
are, in spite of their secondary roles, very much in the 
foreground as they accompany Bumble Bee Slim (Amos 
Easton) on “I’m Waiting On You”. This side was made in 
’32, but Easton was still active in the ’60’s, recording with 
such West Coast players as Les McCann, Teddy Edwards, 
Leroy Vinnegar and Richard “Groove” Holmes. 

Frank Stokes’ “Downtown Blues”, included here in a 
previously unissued take, is a lively, humorous piece feat¬ 
uring some good double guitar work. Stokes also recorded 
for the Paramount label as a member of the Beale Street 
Sheiks. 

The final two tracks are by Texas Alexander. Unlike 
most of his contemporary colleagues, Alexander did not 
play an instrument and it is said that he was rather diffi¬ 
cult to accompany. However, neither Lonnie Johnson nor 
Eddie Lang seem to be experiencing difficulties. Johnson, 
who is heard on “Yellow Girl Blues”, was already a star in 
the blues singing field when this recording was made. Al¬ 
together, he accompanied Alexander on some 22 sides, 
proving, I guess, that no matter how big a name you were, 
you were never too big to play second fiddle. His fine guitar 
work here is typical, as is that of Eddie Lang on “I Am 
Calling Blues”. Lang, the only white performer in this al¬ 
bum, was Bing Crosby’s accompanist. He has also ac¬ 
companied Bessie Smith and, as Blind Willie Dunn, recorded 
several duets with Johnson. Another side from this Alexan¬ 
der date, with Lang, Clarence Williams and King Oliver 
can be heard on the album “Trumpet Blues” HISTORICAL 
HLP-27. 

Many a successful young rock artist has acknowledged 
his debt to some of these blues artists and their contem¬ 
poraries, but man cannot live on acknowledgements alone. 
It is too late to do anything for most of these singers and 
players, for they have gone. Their modern counterparts can 
be found throughout the South, South-West and in Nor¬ 
thern ghettos. Let’s hope that the industry and the public 
will show as great an interest in them as it is showing in 
their imitators. 

Chris Albertson (Aug., ’69) 
Contributor, Down Beat 
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